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Abstract

Problems of magnetic insulation violation inside a vac-
uum coaxial diode with dense electron flow are consid-
ered. The numerical model of nonstationary nonuniform
secondary electron emission provoked by primary low-
intensity beam from a cathode was developed. The results
of computer simulations of electron cloud formation due
to nonlinear azimuthal instability under the condition of
strong nonuniform secondary self-sustaining emission are
described. The existence of an instability with transverse
quasistationary leakage current of a few percent of Child-
Langmuir current and rotating states of electron flow has
been shown under conditions of conservation of full pow-
er and full momentum of the system. Emphasised is the
dominant influence of a feedback on dynamics of electron
beam modulation and on arising transverse leakage current
to the anode across the external magnetic field exceeding
the critical magnetic field of magnetic insulation. Strong
azimuthal instability exists if the current of primary beam
is much less then the secondary emission current. If these
currents are comparable, the instability is weak and decays
in time due to the absence of strong azimuthal inhomogene-
ity of secondary emission current. In the case of the emis-
sion of primary beam alone (secondary emission absent),
deep modulation and leakage current arises only if the con-
dition of saturated regime of a cathode is satisfied. Such
behaviour is conditioned by a feedback on the emitting sur-
faces similar to the case ofnonuniform secondary emission
which provides additional correct azimuthal modulation of
electron flow by rotating crossed ExB-field and amplifies
the instability. No azimuthal instability is observed if the
current of primary beam is space-charge limited. The re-
sults of 2.5-D and 3-D computer simulations are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on computer simulations of an electron
cloud formation inside a smooth-bore magnetron. Prelim-
inary results were published in [1 – 3]. Computer simula-
tions have been performed using 2.5D and 3D electromag-
netic PIC code KARAT [4]for the magnetron diode (MD)
with parameters close to experimental [5], and with an ex-
ternal voltage sourceV0(t) connected to MD via an RL-
circuit. The yield of secondary electrons from the cathode
takes into account the dependence of the yield on the ener-
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gy of electrons and the angle between the direction of elec-
tron velocity and the perpendicular to the cathode surface,
and also the threshold of secondary emission.

2 DYNAMICS OF SELF-SUSTAINING
SECONDARY EMISSION BEAM IN MD

The main parameters of MD are: radius of the anoderA
= 0.53 cm, radius of the cathoderK = 0.33 cm; external
longitudinal magnetic fieldB0 = 2.5 kG (B0=Bcr ' 1.15,
!ec=2� = 7 GHz, period of cyclotron rotation 0.14 ns); the
voltage rise time to maximum value ofV0m = 12 kV was
varied from 2 to 10 ns; maximum emission current of the
primary beamIem = 3 A. For given voltage and geometry
of MD the Child-Langmuir current through the MD with-
out a magnetic field equals approximatelyICL ' 200 A
(here and below currents and charge densities correspond
to linear values per cm of length in the longitudinal direc-
tion). Electrotechnical parameters are�L=R = 0.25 ns,�RC
= 0.24 ns, whereC is the capacitance of MD. Drift velocity
of electrons in crossed fields is�ve� = cE0=B0 = 2.4�109

cm/s, if the electric field is estimated asVAK=dAK.
The process of electron cloud formation inside an ax-

isymmetrical MD under the condition of homogeneous ini-
tial emission of low current primary beam from a cathode
starts due to inevitable presence of electric field fluctua-
tions in rotating flow of electrons stored inside the gap for
the time of the growth of the external voltage. Weak az-
imuthal instability is amplified by nonuniform secondary
emission and a feedback on the surface of the cathode. Un-
der conditions of conservation of full energy and momen-
tum a part of the electrons lose energy under the action
of the field and drifts to larger radii towards the anode.
Another part of the electrons increases its energy and re-
turns to the cathode with an energy exceeding the thresh-
old value for secondary emission. In view of indicated rea-
sons, the emission of secondary electrons is nonuniform.
This effect leads to an intensification of the cathode back-
bombardment process and to fast and effective growth of
secondary electrons inside MD. The secondary-emission
current exceeds the primary-beam current by more than an
order of magnitude and subsequently exerts a determining
action on the operation of the MD. The MD passes over
to a condition of self-sustaining emission and the primary
beam could be switched off. After the transient process,
a stable formation consisting of several bunches is formed
in this geometry. Electron clouds rotate as a whole with
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approximately constant angular frequency.
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Figure 1: Stable configuration of secondary emission flow
(top), primary flow in saturated working regime of the cath-
ode (middle) and primary space-charge limited flow (bot-
tom).

The feedback on the surface of the cathode exerts the
dominant influence on the growth of the instability and on
arising of a transverse leakage current to the anode across
the external magnetic field exceeding the critical magnetic
field of magnetic insulation. This feedback is conditioned
by right phasing of a part of secondary emitted electrons by
rotating crossed E�B-field. These electrons are captured
inside rotating modulated electron flow and stay inside the
gap for many revolutiones around the cathode, maintain-
ing its azimuthal and time structures. Another part of sec-

ondary emitted electrons can stay inside the gap only for
a small time comparable with the period of cyclotron mo-
tion because they are forced to return to the cathode by
the radial component of rotating crossed E�B-field, which
changes its direction during the rotation of the flow as a
whole.

The regime of self-sustaining secondary emission in MD
is characterized by the average radial component of electric
field on the cathode surface, which is close but not equal to
zero. At given azimuth of the cathode surface it oscillates
with a frequency equal to the average rotating frequency of
the flow as a whole times the number of bunches, and with
amplitudes varying from -10 up to 30 — 40 kV/cm.

Note that strong azimuthal instability occurred only if
the current of primary beam is small in comparison with
the full current of self-sustaining secondary emission.

Fig. 1 (top) shows stable configuration of electron flow
inside the MD with secondary emission cathode.
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Figure 2: Dynamics of store of electrons inside the gap for
the above mentioned cases.

Fig. 2 (top) shows dynamics of store of primaryNe0 and
secondaryNes electrons inside MD. The time behaviour
of radial electric field near the surfaces of the cathode is
shown in the top of Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Behaviour of the radial electric field near the sur-
face of the cathode for the aforementioned cases.

3 DYNAMICS OF PRIMARY BEAM AND
OF MIXED SECONDARY AND

PRIMARY BEAMS IN MD

Investigation of an instability of pure primary beam of dif-
ferent currents up to space-charge limited current homo-
geneously emitted from a cathode of MD (an MD with
a thermionic cathode without secondary emission) shows
that under condition of space-charge limited current no az-
imuthal instability occurs. Deep azimuthal modulation of
the flow and leakage current to the anode arises only if the
condition of saturated regime (normal component of elec-
tric field does not equal zero) of a cathode is satisfied. The
behaviour is conditioned by the same feedback on the emit-
ting surface providing additional correct azimuthal modu-
lation of emitted particles similar to the case of secondary
emission. The difference is that the radial electric field does
not change its direction on the surface of the cathode, but
oscillates with large amplitude. In the middle of Fig. 1 sta-
ble configuration of the flow of primary electrons inside
the MD without secondary emission and the cathode oper-
ating in the saturated regime are shown. The bottom fig-
ure shows stable configuration for the case of space-charge
limited current of primary electrons. In the middle and in
the bottom pictures of Fig. 2 dynamics of store of primary
N0 inside MD are shown for aforementioned cases. The
time behaviour of radial electric field near the surfaces of
the cathode for aforementioned cases is shown in Fig. 3.

In the case when the current of primary beam is compa-
rable with the current of secondary-emission beam the be-

haviour of the electron flow for later time is similar to the
case of space-charge limited primary beam. The charge of
primary beam emitted homogeneously from the cathode in-
fluenced the character of secondary emission and smoothes
over a nonuniformity of secondary emission due to addi-
tional suppression of radial electric field on the cathode
surface. Secondary-emission current increases initially and
then drops to a value which provides the fall of radial elec-
tric field on the cathode surface to close to zero. Azimuthal
modulation of the flow and leakage current to the anode
do not exist in this case. However, they arise for a time if
the current of primary beam decreases approximately by an
order of its initial value.

4 3D COMPUTER SIMULATION

Presented above results obtained for 2-dimensionalr � �
geometry of the system. Results of 3D calculations have
confirmed all main physical mechanisms and conclusions
of 2D calculation. The transverse leakage current drops
sharply whenBO=Bcr � 1:4 and longitudinal leakage cur-
rent prevail.

5 CONCLUSION

Emphasised is the dominant influence of a feedback on dy-
namics of electron beam modulation and on arising trans-
verse leakage current to the anode across the external mag-
netic field exceeding the critical magnetic field of magnetic
insulation. The instabilityarises due to an energy and a mo-
mentum exchange between particles and rotating crossed
azimuthally modulatedE �B-fields. Strong azimuthal in-
stability exists if the current of primary beam is much less
then the secondary emission current. If these currents are
comparable, the instability is weak and decays in time due
to the absence of strong azimuthal inhomogeneity of sec-
ondary emission current. In the case of the emission of
primary beam alone deep modulation and leakage current
arises only if the condition of saturated regime of a cathode
is satisfied. Such behaviour is conditioned by a feedback
on the emitting surfaces which provides additional correct
azimuthal modulation of electron flow by rotating crossed
ExB-field and amplifies the instability.
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